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Abstract
This paper addresses the problem of uncertain parameters in linear equations of truss structures. In general it is difficult to 
describe the appropriate fields within the space of displacements if uncertain parameters appears. The authors propose is to use 
the Minkowski sum of sets to describe appropriate displacements transferred to the space of  loads. Instructive example is
presented for a truss in 2D space of  loads and displacements with three uncertain parameters. 
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1. Introduction
Uncertain coefficients that arise for uncertain geometry, material properties, or loads are common for engineering 
structures. The uncertain parameters  are usually identified by random variables with stochastic approach or fuzzy 
set theory. The other possibility is to use the interval arithmetic [1,3] used with success for truss structures and finite 
element formulation [2,4]. The open problem, introduced in this paper, is an easy interpretation of the results, with 
special emphasis on geometrical interpretation. Linear equations are used for the analysis of  truss structures.
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2. Formulation
The subject of the analysis is n-membered, supported truss with following characteristics of each member: Young 
modulus Ei, cross-sectional areas Ai and bar lengths Li (i=1,…,n). Its mechanical properties are described by three 
linearized equations: 
compatibility
Bqǻ  , (1)
material properties
DǻS  , (2)
and equilibrium
PSB  T , (3)
with boundary conditions included, where q is the displacement vector of length k, ' the extension vector of 
length n, S the normal force vector of length n, D the elasticity matrix, P the load vector and B the compatibility 
matrix which can be determined directly or using the formalism of the finite element method [5].
Substituting (1) to (2) and to (3) one can obtain a linear system of algebraic equations
۹ܙ = ۾ (4)
where K א Թ୬×୬; q, P א Թ୬, D א Թ୩×୩ – diagonal matrix of parameters D୧ (i = 1, … , k).
Let’s define intervals D୧ א [D୧] , [D] – interval diagonal matrix with the elements [D୧] (i = 1, … , k) on the 
diagonal; K = B୘DB;  B א Թ୩×୬;  B୘ א Թ୬×୩;  B(୧)- i-th column of the matrix B୘ (i = 1, … , k); B(୧) א Թ୬.
The system of equations (4) can be expressed in the form
۹ܙ = ۾ ֞  σ ۃ۰(୧),ܙۄ୩୧ୀଵ ܦ୧۰(୧) = ۾, (5)
where ۃB(୧), qۄ is a scalar product of vectors B(୧) and q.
The solution set can be expressed in the form
ࢮ = {ܙ א Թ௡|(׌۲ א [۲])((۰୘۲۰)ܙ = ۾)} (6)
with the family of linear algebraic systems
۹ܙ = ۾,۹ א [۹] = ۰୘[۲]۰ = {۰୘۲۰|۲ א [۲]} (7)
[ࡷ]ܙ = ۾. (8)
The family of systams (7) can be written symbolically in the form
ܙ א બ ֞ ۾ א ठ(ܙ), ठ(ܙ) = σ ۃ۰(୧),ܙۄ୩୧ୀଵ ۰(୧) כ [ܦ௜], (9)
Where  „כ " stands for the membervise multiplication of sets. A set ࣰ(q) is the Minkowski sum of k line 
segments in the Թ୬ space. The line segments are parallel to the vectors B(ଵ), … , B(୩). In general it is difficult to 
describe the area of acceptable displacements q. The idea of the present paper is to move the description of 
acceptable q space of loads P described via a Minkovski sum in the formulae (9) 
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3. Truss example
To present a geometric interpretation of the solution let as consider a simple truss example with ࢗ א Թଶ (Fig.1).
The matrices B and D are expressed by (10). The stiffness matrix K can be expressed in the form (11) with the use 
of uncertain parameters s and precisely defined load vector P. Left hand side of the equation is (8) with uncertain 
parameters )3,2,1(  isi that belongs to the intervals iis s is expressed by (13). One can define a set of all 
possible solutions q of the problem as a united solution set (6).
Fig. 1. Truss structure: geometry, load (a) and nodal displacements (b).
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It is possible to define a set
},)({)( sqKq  ssS (14)
which is the Minkowski sum of three line segments.
For the example the Minkowski sum is the area inside a hexagon with the sides parallel to the vectors 
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ª taken as the columns of  the matrix TB . If trusses are considered the sides of Minkowski sum
are straight. Position of the hexagon in the two dimensional space of loads depends on the matrix )(sK ,
uncertainity of  the parameters (intervals is ) and displacements q. It does not depends on the load vector P.
The length of sides depends on the scalar product ۃ࡮(௜),ࢗۄ multiplied by the intervals of parameters (linearly 
depending on the intervals is ).
The calculations below are presented for 354 
L
EA with uncertainities on the level r 2% for each member of 
the truss and for load multiplier P=1. Then > @ ).3,2,1(08.7354,08.7354   iis
Properties of the set of acceptable displacements are the following
ࢗ א ࢮ ֞ ࡼ א ܵ(ࢗ). (15)
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presented in Figure 2. Load vector P is expressed by a dot.
Fig. 2. Minkowski sums for displacement vectors 1q (a), 2q (b) and 3q (c).
Displacements 1q are acceptable, 2q are still acceptable and 3q are unacceptable.
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4. Conclusions
The problem of uncertain parameters in linear equations of truss structures was introduced and discussed. Since it 
is difficult to describe the appropriate fields within the space of displacements if uncertain parameters appears the 
authors propose to describe the Minkowski sum as a space of appropriate displacements transferred to the set of  
loads. Instructive example is presented for a truss in 2D space of  loads and displacements with three uncertain 
parameters. The results can be easily extended to N-dimensional space.
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